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Overview
This section will cover how to upgrade the Apple iPhone with the Bundle to enable Visual Voicemail.  
It also includes how to enable and use VVM and some information of how it will work in some specific
scenarios.

Visual Voicemail is an application that allows subscribers to view caller and voicemail information and 
listen to voicemail messages in any order on their devices. Scroll through your messages, pick the ones 
you want to listen to, and erase them right from your device screen. You can call back, text and add to 
contacts directly from the Visual Voicemail screen.

Other features include:

• Get on-screen access to voicemail message status.

• Access voicemail with one button and get instant playback.

Congratulations, your Apple iPhone is updated with Visual Voicemail!
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Setting up Visual Voicemail

1. At the home screen, tap the green phone button.

2. Tap the Voicemail icon.

3. Please note:  This does not require changing your password to setup.  If you
wish to keep your current settings please continue to #7 at the top of page 6.  If
you wish to change your Pin please continue with the following steps.
Changing your password pin.  Go to your settings, and tap Phone.
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4.

Enter new 4 to 7 digit voicemail passcode and tap Done.5.

Re-enter the same 4 to 7 digit passcode and tap Done.

NOTE: Remember this passcode to enter into your standard 
voicemail box.  Utilize this passcode if no data availability is present.  
Standard voicemail can be accessed by holding down button #1 on 
keypad.

6.

Go to Change Voicemail Password.
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Greeting Section - Tap Default Greeting or Custom Greeting to 
record your own. Custom Greeting:  Tap on the Record button to 
record a custom greeting.

Custom Greeting:  Record your personal greeting.  Tap Stop when finished.

7.

7a.

7b.

Choose your voicemail greeting by tapping Greeting. 
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7d. The Default or Custom Greeting is saved.

8. Your iPhone Visual Voicemail and standard voicemail box is complete.

7c. Custom Greeting: Tap Play to review your greeting.
Tap Record to re-record your 
greeting. Tap Save to save your 
greeting.
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Checking Voicemail

1. Tap a message.

2. Tap the Play icon beside the message.



Deleting messages on the iPhone Visual Voicemail

1. Tap the message.
2. Tap Delete.

NOTE: This does not delete messages permanently. 

Delete messages permanently on Visual Voicemail and Standard Voicemail Box.

1. Tap Deleted Messages (at the end of the list).
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2. Tap Clear All.

3. Confirm to permanently clear deleted
voicemails by tapping Clear All.
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Important Voicemail Notes

•

•

•

•

It can take 15 to 20 minutes for the Visual Voicemail Application to show up after it has been enabled. 

Voicemail on the iPhone before the bundle update will be there after the update is completed.

Using voicemail in fringe data coverage areas could cause a notification for a message to be sent
twice to the iPhone or may not be received until there is sufficient data coverage.

TM and ® 2014 Apple Inc.  All rights reserved.

If the VVM application has not initiated, please power off the iPhone, wait for 10 seconds and 
then power on the iPhone.

If you are still unable to load the application: Text "vvm on" to 55555 to turn on the
voice mail system.  This step may also take a few minutes to go into effect.

•

•

The Default Greeting is the standard VM system greeting.




